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Steffen Christ shows how theoretic optimization models can be operationalized by employing self-learning strategies to construct relevant input variables, such as latent demand
and customer price sensitivity.
This book provides an updated, concise summary of forecasting air travel demand methodology. It looks at air travel demand forecasting research and attempts to outline the
whole intellectual landscape of demand forecasting. It helps readers to understand the basic idea of TEI@I methodology used in forecasting air travel demand and how it is used
in developing air travel demand forecasting methods. The book also discusses what to do when facing different forecasting problems making it a useful reference for business
practitioners in the industry.
This book describes the methods used to forecast the demands at inventory holding locations. The methods are proven, practical and doable for most applications, and pertain to
demand patterns that are horizontal, trending, seasonal, promotion and multi-sku. The forecasting methods include regression, moving averages, discounting, smoothing, twostage forecasts, dampening forecasts, advance demand forecasts, initial forecasts, all time forecasts, top-down, bottom-up, raw and integer forecasts, Also described are
demand history, demand profile, forecast error, coefficient of variation, forecast sensitivity and filtering outliers. The book shows how the forecasts with the standard normal,
partial normal and truncated normal distributions are used to generate the safety stock for the availability and the percent fill customer service methods. The material presents
topics that people want and should know in the work place. The presentation is easy to read for students and practitioners; there is little need to delve into difficult mathematical
relationships, and numerical examples are presented throughout to guide the reader on applications. Practitioners will be able to apply the methods learned to the systems in
their locations, and the typical worker will want the book on their bookshelf for reference. The potential market is vast. It includes everyone in professional organizations like
APICS, DSI and INFORMS; MBA graduates, people in industry, and students in management science, business and industrial engineering.
A Companion to Economic Forecasting provides an accessible and comprehensive account of recent developments in economic forecasting. Each of the chapters has been
specially written by an expert in the field, bringing together in a single volume a range of contrasting approaches and views. Uniquely surveying forecasting in a single volume,
the Companion provides a comprehensive account of the leading approaches and modeling strategies that are routinely employed.
The demand for secure, affordable and clean energy is a priority call to humanity. Challenges associated with conventional energy resources, such as depletion of fossil fuels,
high costs and associated greenhouse gas emissions, have stimulated interests in renewable energy resources. For instance, there have been clear gaps and rushed thoughts
about replacing fossil-fuel driven engines with electric vehicles without long-term plans for energy security and recycling approaches. This book aims to provide a clear vision to
scientists, industrialists and policy makers on renewable energy resources, predicted challenges and emerging applications. It can be used to help produce new technologies for
sustainable, connected and harvested energy. A clear response to economic growth and clean environment demands is also illustrated.
Water stress in plants is caused by the water deficit, as induced possibly by drought or high soil salinity. The prime consequence of water stress in plants is the disruption in the
agricultural production, resulting in food shortage. The plants, however, try to adapt to the stress conditions using biochemical and physiological interventions. The edited
compilation is an attempt to provide new insights into the mechanism and adaptation aspects of water stress in plants through a thoughtful mixture of viewpoints. We hope that
the content of the book will be useful for the researchers working with the plant diversity-related environmental aspects and also provide suggestions for the strategists.
An Exploration into China's Economic Development and Electricity Demand by the Year 2050, is an exploratory study of national and regional economic development, energy
demand and electricity demand in China by the year of 2050. China’s economy grows rapidly and it is now the second largest economy in the world. In 2010, GDP reached 40
trillion Yuan and electricity consumption was second only to the United States, reaching 4.19 trillion kWh. Many people follow future (long-term) trends of Chinese economic
development and demand for electricity closely and are especially interested in how development will look in 2030 and 2050. Based on the ILE4, this book examines the main
features of China's economic development and electricity consumption since the economic reform of the 1980's. It includes an analysis of the intrinsic connection between
electricity demand and economic growth and the changing trends of the adjustment of economic structure, regional layout optimization and development of the energy intensive
industry, as well as how these factors impact China's demand for electricity. In addition, the book considers the next 20 years of China's economic development and growing
demand for electricity based on the detailed simulations conducted by ILE4 in regional economic development and electricity consumption in 2030 as well as the prospective of
China's electricity consumption and economic growth in the year 2050. Allows readers China’s economy from reform and opening up to 2050, including the national GDP,
economy structure and economy of all the provinces and municipalities Examines China's economic development and electricity consumption since the economic reform of the
1980's Considers consumption of the next 20 years and demand by the year of 2050 based on simulations conducted by ILE4
Modeling of Transport Demand explains the mechanisms of transport demand, from analysis to calculation and forecasting. Packed with strategies for forecasting future demand
for all transport modes, the book helps readers assess the validity and accuracy of demand forecasts. Forecasting and evaluating transport demand is an essential task of
transport professionals and researchers that affects the design, extension, operation, and maintenance of all transport infrastructures. Accurate demand forecasts are necessary
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for companies and government entities when planning future fleet size, human resource needs, revenues, expenses, and budgets. The operational and planning skills provided in
Modeling of Transport Demand help readers solve the problems they face on a daily basis. Modeling of Transport Demand is written for researchers, professionals,
undergraduate and graduate students at every stage in their careers, from novice to expert. The book assists those tasked with constructing qualitative models (based on
executive judgment, Delphi, scenario writing, survey methods) or quantitative ones (based on statistical, time series, econometric, gravity, artificial neural network, and fuzzy
methods) in choosing the most suitable solution for all types of transport applications. Presents the most recent and relevant findings and research - both at theoretical and
practical levels - of transport demand Provides a theoretical analysis and formulations that are clearly presented for ease of understanding Covers analysis for all modes of
transportation Includes case studies that present the most appropriate formulas and methods for finding solutions and evaluating results
Intends to present advanced studies in the application of forecasting methodologies to such areas as sales, marketing, and strategic decision making. This title includes topics
such as: sales and marketing, forecasting, new product forecasting, judgmentally-based forecasting, the application of surveys to forecasting, and sales response models.
Short-term load forecasting (STLF) plays a key role in the formulation of economic, reliable, and secure operating strategies (planning, scheduling, maintenance, and control
processes, among others) for a power system and will be significant in the future. However, there is still much to do in these research areas. The deployment of enabling
technologies (e.g., smart meters) has made high-granularity data available for many customer segments and to approach many issues, for instance, to make forecasting tasks
feasible at several demand aggregation levels. The first challenge is the improvement of STLF models and their performance at new aggregation levels. Moreover, the mix of
renewables in the power system, and the necessity to include more flexibility through demand response initiatives have introduced greater uncertainties, which means new
challenges for STLF in a more dynamic power system in the 2030–50 horizon. Many techniques have been proposed and applied for STLF, including traditional statistical models
and AI techniques. Besides, distribution planning needs, as well as grid modernization, have initiated the development of hierarchical load forecasting. Analogously, the need to
face new sources of uncertainty in the power system is giving more importance to probabilistic load forecasting. This Special Issue deals with both fundamental research and
practical application research on STLF methodologies to face the challenges of a more distributed and customer-centered power system.
'Forecasting tourism demand' is a text that no tourism professional can afford to be without. The tourism industry has experienced an overwhelming boom over recent years, and
being able to predict future trends as accurately as possible is vital in the struggle to stay one step ahead of the competition. Building on the success of 'Practical Tourism
Forecasting' this text looks at 13 methods of forecasting and with a user friendly style, 'Forecasting Tourism Demand' guides the reader through each method, highlighting its
strengths and weaknesses and explaining how it can be applied to the tourism industry. 'Forecasting Tourism Demand' employs charts and tables to explain how to: * plan a
forecasting project * analyse time series and other information * select the appropriate forecasting model * use the model for forecasting and evaluate its results Ideal for
marketing managers and strategic planners in business, transportation planners and economic policy makers in government who must project demand for their products among
tourists. Executives who rely on forecasts prepared by others will find it invaluable in assisting them to evaluate the validity and reliability of predictions and forecasts. Those
engaged in analysing business trends will find it useful in surveying the future of what has been called the largest industry in the world.
This report reviews the state of the art in forecasting airport demand. It focuses particularly on addressing demand risk, passenger behavior and uncertainty and discusses how to
make more effective use of such analysis in planning decisions.
In a decentralized supply chain, most of the supply chain agents may not share information due to confidentiality policies, quality of information, or different system
incompatibilities. Every actor holds its own set of information and attempts to maximize its objective (minimizing costs/minimizing inventory holdings) based on the available
settings. Therefore, the agents control their own activities with the objective of improving their own competitiveness, which leads them to make decisions that maximize their local
performance by ignoring the other agents or even the final consumer. These decisions are myopic because they do not consider the performance of all the partners to satisfy the
consumer. Demand Forecasting and Order Planning in Supply Chains and Humanitarian Logistics is a collection of innovative research that focuses on demand anticipation,
forecasting, and order planning as well as humanitarian logistics to propose original solutions for existing problems. While highlighting topics including artificial intelligence,
information sharing, and operations management, this book is ideally designed for supply chain managers, logistics personnel, business executives, management experts,
operation industry professionals, academicians, researchers, and students who want to improve their understanding of supply chain coordination in order to be competitive in the
new era of globalization.
Cover -- Half Title -- Title Page -- Copyright Page -- Table of Contents -- 1 Introduction: Environmental Issues and the Water Demand Forecasting Workshop -- Part I -- 2 The
basis and practice of water demand forecasting. -- 3 Demand forecasting in the water industry. -- 4 Water demand forecasting and the social sciences. -- 5 Short term demand
forecasting - some engineering considerations. -- Part II -- 6 Peak demand forecasting. -- 7 Forecasting industrial demand for water. -- 8 A survey of domestic water consumption.
-- 9 Short term demand forecasting. -- 10 Water demand forecasting in system development and control. -- 11 Information considerations. -- 12 Forecasting long term water
needs on the Saharan margins of southern Tunisia. -- 13 The Kielder Water scheme - financial and environmental implications of demand forecasting. -- 14 Demand forecasting
and planning policy. -- 15 Domestic demand forecasting in the electricity supply industry
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As industrial, commercial, and residential demands increase and with the rise of privatization and deregulation of the electric energy industry around the world, it is necessary to
improve the performance of electric operational management. Intelligent Energy Demand Forecasting offers approaches and methods to calculate optimal electric energy
allocation to reach equilibrium of the supply and demand. Evolutionary algorithms and intelligent analytical tools to improve energy demand forecasting accuracy are explored
and explained in relation to existing methods. To provide clearer picture of how these hybridized evolutionary algorithms and intelligent analytical tools are processed, Intelligent
Energy Demand Forecasting emphasizes on improving the drawbacks of existing algorithms. Written for researchers, postgraduates, and lecturers, Intelligent Energy Demand
Forecasting helps to develop the skills and methods to provide more accurate energy demand forecasting by employing novel hybridized evolutionary algorithms and intelligent
analytical tools.
International tourism is a rapidly growing industry. It is also an important revenue source for certain countries and regions. Therefore, accurate forecasting is called for by those
countries and regions. The main purpose of this research is to use multiple regression analysis to estimate equations for forecasting tourism demand by Japanese travelers to the
USA. In the first stage of the analysis, separate equations were estimated for two motivational models: pleasure traveler and business traveler models. In the second stage of the
analysis, regional demand forecast equations for Hawaii, mainland USA, and overall USA were estimated based upon the two previous motivational models. Even though some
of the hypothesized independent variables were omitted from the final equations, the estimated models have sufficient accuracy for forecasting future Japanese travel demand to
the USA. All of the estimated models are consistent with motivational and socioeconomic factors for Japanese travelers to the USA. An assessment of the models was carried
out by comparing the actual and predicted data for 1991. The 1991 predictions derived from obtained models overestimated Japanese visitation to the USA by 14-23% in
comparison with actual figures. This overestimation could be explained by the unexpected incident of the Gulf war. Another forecasting study done by Japan Travel Bureau Inc.
also overestimated the number of all outbound Japanese travelers in 1991 by 8%, but did not have forecasts for USA destination. JTB agreed that the reason for overestimation
was the Gulf war.
'Forecasting tourism demand' is a text that no tourism professional can afford to be without. The tourism industry has experienced an overwhelming boom over recent years, and
being able to predict future trends as accurately as possible is vital in the struggle to stay one step ahead of the competition. Building on the success of 'Practical Tourism
Forecasting' this text looks at 13 methods of forecasting and with a user friendly style, 'Forecasting Tourism Demand' guides the reader through each method, highlighting its
strengths and weaknesses and explaining how it can be applied to the tourism industry. 'Forecasting Tourism Demand' employs charts and tables to explain how to: * plan a
forecasting project * analyse time series and other information * select the appropriate forecasting model * use the model for forecasting and evaluate its results Ideal for
marketing managers and strategic planners in business, transportation planners and economic policy makers in government who must project demand for their products among
tourists. Executives who rely on forecasts prepared by others will find it invaluable in assisting them to evaluate the validity and reliability of predictions and forecasts. Those
engaged in analysing business trends will find it useful in surveying the future of what has been called the largest industry in the world. User-friendly guide to 13 methods of
forecasting and selecting the one for you Examples from lodging, destination, airline and international tourism sectors Over 40 case studies illustrating the application of
techniques described in the book
Introduction and objectives: For some time now regression models, often calibrated using the ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimation procedure, have become common tools for
forecasting the demand for air transportation. However, in recent years more and more decision makers have begun to use these models not only to forecast traffic, but also for
analyzing alternative policies and strategies. Despite this increase in scope for the use of these models for policy analysis, few analysts have investigated in depth the validity and
precision of these models with respect to their expanded use. In order to use these models properly and effectively it is essential not only to understand the underlying
assumptions and their implications which lead to the estimation procedure, but also to subject these assumptions to rigorous scrutiny. For example, one of the assumptions that
is built into the ordinary least-squares estimation technique is that the explanatory variables should not be correlated among themselves. If the variables are fairly collinear, then
the sample variance of the coefficient estimators increases significantly, which results in inaccurate estimation of the coefficients and uncertain specification of the model with
respect to inclusion of those explanatory variables. As a corrective procedure, it is a common practice among demand analysts to drop those explanatory variables out of the
model for which the t-statistic is insignificant. This is not a valid procedure since if collinearity is present the increase in variance of the coefficients will result in lower values of the
t-statistic and rejection from the demand model of those explanatory variables which in theory do explain the variation in the dependent variable. Thus, if one or more of the
assumptions underlying the OLS estimation procedure are violated, the analyst must either use appropriate correction procedures or use alternative estimation techniques. The
purpose of the study herein is three-fold: (1) develop a "good" simple regression model to forecast as well as analyze the demand for air transportation; (2) using this model,
demonstrate the application of various statistical tests to evaluate the validity of each of the major assumptions underlying the OLS estimation procedure with respect to its
expanded use of policy analysis; and, (3) demonstrate the application of some advanced and relatively new statistical estimation procedures which are not only appropriate but
essential in eliminating the common problems encountered in regression models when some of the underlying assumptions in the OLS procedure are violated. The incentive for
the first objective, to develop a relatively simple single equation regression model to forecast as well as analyze the demand for air transportation (as measured by revenue
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passenger miles in U.S. Domestic trunk operations), stemmed from a recently published study by the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board [CAB, 1976]. In the CAB study a five
explanatory variable regression equation was formulated which had two undesirable features. The first was the inclusion of time as an explanatory variable. The use of time is
undesirable since, from a policy analysis point of view, the analyst has no "control" over this variable, and it is usually only included to act as a proxy for other, perhaps significant,
variables inadvertently omitted from the equation. The second undesirable feature of the CAB model is the "delta log" form of the equation (the first difference in the logs of the
variables), which allowed a forecasting interval of only one year into the future. This form was the result of the application of a standard correction procedure for collinearity
among some of the explanatory variables. In view of these two undesirable features, it was decided to attempt to improve on the CAB model. In addition to the explanatory
variables considered in the CAB study a number of other variables were analyzed to determine their appropriateness in the model. Sections II and III of this report describe the
total set of variables investigated as well as a method for searching for the "best" subset. Then, Section IV outlines the decisions involved in selecting the appropriate form of the
equation. The second objective of this study is to describe a battery of statistical tests, some common and some not so common, which evaluate the validity of each of the major
assumptions underlying the OLS estimation procedure with respect to single equation regression models. The major assumptions assessed in Section V of this report are
homoscedasticity, normality, autocorrelation, and multicollinearity. The intent here is not to present all of the statistical tests that are available, for to do so would be the purpose
of regression textbooks, but to scrutinize these four major assumptions enough to remind the analyst that it is essential to investigate in depth the validity and precision of the
model with respect to its expanded use of policy analysis. It is hopeful that the procedure outlined in this report sets an example to demand modeling analysts of the essential
elements used in the development of reliable forecasting tools. The third and ultimate objective of this work is to demonstrate the use of some advanced corrective procedures in
the event that any of the four above mentioned assumptions have been violated. For example, the problem of autocorrelation can be resolved by the use of generalized leastsquares(GLS), which is demonstrated in Section VI of this report; and the problem of multicollinearity, usually corrected by employing the cumbersome and restrictive delta log
form of equation, has been eliminated by using Ridge regression (detailed in Section VII). Finally, in Section VIII an attempt is made to determine the "robustness" of a model by
first performing an examination of the residuals using such techniques as the "hat matrix", and second by the application of the recently developed estimation procedures of
Robust regression. Although the techniques of Ridge and Robust regression are still in the experimental stages, sufficient research has been performed to warrant their
application to significantly improve the currently operational regression models.
This book provides the latest research advances in the field of system reliability assurance and engineering. It contains reference material for applications of reliability in system
engineering, offering a theoretical sound background with adequate numerical illustrations. Included are concepts pertaining to reliability analysis, assurance techniques and
methodologies, tools, and practical applications of system reliability modeling and allocation. The collection discusses various soft computing techniques like artificial intelligence
and particle swarm optimization approach for reliability assessment. Importance of differentiating between the optimal release time and testing stop time of the software has been
explicitly discussed and presented in the book. Features: Creates understanding of the costs associated with complex systems Covers reliability measurement of engineering
systems Incorporates an efficient effort-based expenditure policy incorporating cost and reliability criteria Provides information for optimal testing stop and release time of
software system Presents software performance and security layout Addresses reliability prediction and its maintenance through advanced analytics techniques Overall, System
Reliability Management: Solutions and Techniques is a collaborative and interdisciplinary approach for better communication of problems and solutions to increase the
performance of the system for better utilization and resource management.
Mathematical Modelling of Contemporary Electricity Markets reviews major methodologies and tools to accurately analyze and forecast contemporary electricity markets in a
ways that is ideal for practitioner and academic audiences. Approaches include optimization, neural networks, genetic algorithms, co-optimization, econometrics, E3 models and
energy system models. The work examines how new challenges affect power market modeling, including discussions of stochastic renewables, price volatility, dynamic
participation of demand, integration of storage and electric vehicles, interdependence with other commodity markets and the evolution of policy developments (market coupling
processes, security of supply). Coverage addresses all major forms of electricity markets: day-ahead, forward, intraday, balancing, and capacity. Provides a diverse body of
established techniques suitable for modeling any major aspect of electricity markets Familiarizes energy experts with the quantitative skills needed in competitive electricity
markets Reviews market risk for energy investment decisions by stressing the multi-dimensionality of electricity markets
An updated new edition of the comprehensive guide to better business forecasting Many companies still look at quantitative forecasting methods with suspicion, but a new
awareness is emerging across many industries as more businesses and professionals recognize the value of integrating demand data (point-of-sale and syndicated scanner
data) into the forecasting process. Demand-Driven Forecasting equips you with solutions that can sense, shape, and predict future demand using highly sophisticated methods
and tools. From a review of the most basic forecasting methods to the most advanced and innovative techniques in use today, this guide explains demand-driven forecasting,
offering a fundamental understanding of the quantitative methods used to sense, shape, and predict future demand within a structured process. Offering a complete overview of
the latest business forecasting concepts and applications, this revised Second Edition of Demand-Driven Forecasting is the perfect guide for professionals who need to improve
the accuracy of their sales forecasts. Completely updated to include the very latest concepts and methods in forecasting Includes real case studies and examples, actual data,
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and graphical displays and tables to illustrate how effective implementation works Ideal for CEOs, CFOs, CMOs, vice presidents of supply chain, vice presidents of demand
forecasting and planning, directors of demand forecasting and planning, supply chain managers, demand planning managers, marketing analysts, forecasting analysts, financial
managers, and any other professional who produces or contributes to forecasts Accurate forecasting is vital to success in today's challenging business climate. Demand-Driven
Forecasting offers proven and effective insight on making sure your forecasts are right on the money.
This practical book covers the forecasting- and inventory control methods used in commercial, retail and manufacturing companies. Colin Lewis explains the theory and practice of current
demand forecasting methods, the links between forecasts produced as a result of analysing demand data and the various methods by which this information, together with cost information on
stocked items, is used to establish the controlling parameters of the most commonly used inventory control systems. The demand forecasting section of the book concentrates on the family of
short-term forecasting models based on the exponentially weighted average and its many variants and also a group of medium-term forecasting models based on a time series, curve fitting
approach. The inventory control sections investigate the re-order level policy and re-order cycle policy and indicate how these two processes can be operated at minimum cost while offering a
high level of customer service.
This is the proceedings of the selected papers presented at 2011 International Conference on Engineering Education and Management (ICEEM2011) held in Guangzhou, China, during
November 18-20, 2011. ICEEM2011 is one of the most important conferences in the field of Engineering Education and Management and is co-organized by Guangzhou University, The
University of New South Wales, Zhejiang University and Xi’an Jiaotong University. The conference aims to provide a high-level international forum for scientists, engineers, and students to
present their new advances and research results in the field of Engineering Education and Management. This volume comprises 122 papers selected from over 400 papers originally submitted
by universities and industrial concerns all over the world. The papers specifically cover the topics of Management Science and Engineering, Engineering Education and Training,
Project/Engineering Management, and Other related topics. All of the papers were peer-reviewed by selected experts. The papers have been selected for this volume because of their quality
and their relevancy to the topic. This volume will provide readers with a broad overview of the latest advances in the field of Engineering Education and Management. It will also constitute a
valuable reference work for researchers in the fields of Engineering Education and Management.
The concept of ‘sustainable urban development’ has been pushed to the forefront of policymaking and politics as the world wakes up to the impacts of climate change and the destructive
effects of the Anthropocene. Climate change has emerged to be one of the biggest challenges faced by our planet today, threatening both built and natural systems with long-term
consequences, which may be irreversible. While there is a vast body of literature on sustainability and sustainable urban development, there is currently limited focus on how to cohesively
bring together the vital issues of the planning, development, and management of sustainable cities. Moreover, it has been widely stated that current practices and lifestyles cannot continue if
we are to leave a healthy living planet to not only the next generation, but also to the generations beyond. The current global school strikes for climate action (known as Fridays for Future)
evidences this. The book advocates the view that the focus needs to rest on ways in which our cities and industries can become green enough to avoid urban ecocide. This book fills a gap in
the literature by bringing together issues related to the planning, development, and management of cities and focusing on a triple-bottom-line approach to sustainability.
Provides tools to move to, develop and fully utilise demand driven forecasting. Addresses some of the challenges companies have with demand driven forecasting and outlines why this
method is more effective than supply-centric forecasting.
This volume presents selected peer-reviewed contributions from The International Work-Conference on Time Series, ITISE 2015, held in Granada, Spain, July 1-3, 2015. It discusses topics in
time series analysis and forecasting, advanced methods and online learning in time series, high-dimensional and complex/big data time series as well as forecasting in real problems. The
International Work-Conferences on Time Series (ITISE) provide a forum for scientists, engineers, educators and students to discuss the latest ideas and implementations in the foundations,
theory, models and applications in the field of time series analysis and forecasting. It focuses on interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research encompassing the disciplines of computer
science, mathematics, statistics and econometrics.
The forecasting process; Forecasting with multiple regression models; Demand analysis and econometrics; The box-jenkins approach to forecasting; Principles of forecast management.
Forecasting is required in many situations. Stocking an inventory may require forecasts of demand months in advance. Telecommunication routing requires traffic forecasts a few minutes
ahead. Whatever the circumstances or time horizons involved, forecasting is an important aid in effective and efficient planning. This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to
forecasting methods and presents enough information about each method for readers to use them sensibly.
This book is focused on establishing demand forecasting models to a highly uncommon transportation problem: Air Passenger Demand Forecasting for Airports. This problem has unique features as lack of
past data, data with high statistical noise, missing data and similar real-life problems.This study maybe useful for students, researchers and forecasters who has to establish models with mentioned features.
In this work modern forecasting methods and tools were proposed for such solving such complex problems. Also this book can be beneficial for people who are interested in neural networks and neural
forecasting models.Transportation professionals may find this work interesting because it focuses on passenger demand and models in this study can be applied to any transportation structure anywhere.
Also decision makers of government professionals (especially emerging nations), private investors, banks and large construction companies may find instrumental methods like using socioeconomical
indicators for establishing demand models and other similar methods. And finally this book can be useful for anyone who is interested in forecasting and/or transportation in general.
The delivery of real bottom-line results from manufacturing improvements has proven to be much harder than expected for most companies. TQM, Zero-Defect Manufacturing, and Business Process Reengineering have dropped off the landscape for taking much too long and failing to deliver the promised results. Lean Six Sigma is now experiencing the same fundamental difficulty. Delineating a quantitative
approach, Lean Manufacturing: Business Bottom-Line Based shows you how to revitalize Lean Six Sigma by aligning it with your business’ bottom line and thus delivering results that your executives,
business leaders, and customers expect. Written by an expert who has transformed product design and manufacturing at companies ranging from Maytag and Visteon to General Electric, the book
demonstrates that an awareness of manufacturing business metrics is absolutely essential for every lean manufacturing practitioner. The author has seen first-hand the limitation of traditional lean
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manufacturing driven by business bottom lines. He outlines case studies linking world events and manufacturing efficiency and presents lean manufacturing strategies and techniques designed to accelerate
responses to current and future events on the floors of the world’s manufacturing facilities. Typically, advice on lean manufacturing comes in the form of techniques regarding a particular tool or tool-box, yet
the factory floor, like everything in the global community, is profoundly driven by business bottom lines. This book presents a systematic approach to improve business bottom lines through identifying and
eliminating waste, and adding value and fulfillment by flowing the product at the demand of the customer.
This book is written for researchers and postgraduates who are interested in developing high-accurate energy demand forecasting models that outperform traditional models by hybridizing intelligent
technologies. It covers meta-heuristic algorithms, chaotic mapping mechanism, quantum computing mechanism, recurrent mechanisms, phase space reconstruction, and recurrence plot theory. The book
clearly illustrates how these intelligent technologies could be hybridized with those traditional forecasting models. This book provides many figures to deonstrate how these hybrid intelligent technologies are
being applied to exceed the limitations of existing models.
A collection of papers from the international symposium "Underground Infrastructure Research: Municipal, Industrial and Environmental Applications 2001". It explores materials for buried pipelines, pipeline
construction techniques and condition assessment methods, and more.
Strategy, risk management and project management are often considered separately by those applying their principles—but at their most effective, all are dependent upon each other for success. Enlightened
Planning teaches this holistic perspective and demonstrates how a synthesis of these approaches yields far greater opportunities. A strategic, calculated risk, for example, can be less inherently risky than
chronic risk aversion over time. Here, a respected specialist and teacher demonstrates how to become an 'enlightened planner', one that is aware of project, strategy and risk concerns, and their potential
interplay. Following the core principle of Keep It Simple Systematically, he shows how organised, systematic thought processes can demystify the complexities of decision-making when considering a huge
variety of concerns at once. Supported throughout with real-life cases from the author’s considerable experiences with commercial organisations, it is also supported by a website containing even more
cases, learning and teaching materials. This book is essential reading for any practitioner specialising in risk management, project management or strategy; as well as those teachers or participants in
executive programmes.
""Written by engineers for engineers (with over 150 International Editorial Advisory Board members),this highly lauded resource provides up-to-the-minute information on the chemical processes, methods,
practices, products, and standards in the chemical, and related, industries.
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